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Quantum electrodynamics in the presence of dielectrics and conductors. V. The extinction and
moment theorems for correlation functions and relativistic aspects of blackbody f1uctuations
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Dynamical laws describing the space-time development of the response functions and sec-
ond-order correlation functions of the electromagnetic fields in a linear dielectric medium
are presented in the form of a number of differential and integral equations. The boundary
conditions on the response functions are expressed as extinction theorems, which are parti-
cularly useful for systems involving rough surfaces and metallic gratings. Higher-order cor-
relation functions are shown to be related to the linear-response functions in a manner analo-
gous to the moment theorem for Gaussian random processes. A modified form of the fluctua-
tion-dissipation theorem is obtained and is used to calculate free-space blackbody fluctuations
in a moving frame. Fluctuations in a moving dielectric are obtained from the transformation
of fields under Lorentz transformation. Contact with the earlier works of Mehta and Wolf,
Eberly and Kujawski, and the recent work of Baltes and co-workers on blackbody radiation
is made wherever possible. Finally, the correlation functions in a moving frame are used to
discuss the relaxation of a moving atom. The discussion in the last section is for the case of
free space.

I. INTRODUCTION

In part I of this series of papers, ' we showed how

the linear-response theory can be used with ease
to compute various types of electromagnetic-field
correlation functions in the presence of dielectric
bodies. In subsequent papers, ' we used such corre-
lation functions to discuss a number of surface-
dependent effects. However, some fundamental
aspects of the present theory, such as equations
of motion, boundary conditions etc., were not
elaborated upon in detail. In this paper, we con-
sider such questions, discuss the relation of the
higher-order correlation functions (which are
needed, e.g. , in the treatment of the decay of
metastable states') to response functions, and
present a generalized fluctuation-dissipation the-
orem appropriate to relativistic ensembles. '4

In Sec. II, we obtain a number of differential and
integral equations satisfied by the response func-
tions g;»» g;&«, g;;8» g;~«. Both first-order
and second-order differential equations are given.
These equations in turn lead to a set of equations
for the correlation functions 8;;, 9;~, 8;~, K;z.
The response functions satisfy much simpler equa-
tions than correlation functions. However, for the
free-space case, the equations for correlation
functions are simple.

In Sec. III, the boundary conditions are presented
in the form of an extinction theorem. ' ' A simple
example is given to illustrate the use of this the-
orem. In Sec. IV we prove that the thermal fluc-
tuations in a linear dielectric (occupying arbitrary
domain) are Gaussian. This, in general, is not

true for a nonlinear medium. In Sec. V, we obtain
a modified form of the fluctuation-dissipation the-
orem that is applicable to relativistic ensembles.
A number of the symmetry properties of the corre-
lation functions in a moving frame are discussed.
The correlation functions in a moving frame are
used to discuss the relaxation of a moving atom in
Sec. VI.

In part VI of this series we will present the the-
oryof Lippmannfringes. " In part VII, we will deal
with the general problem of scattering from rough
surfaces as well as scattering from the dielectric
inhomogeneities. " Use will be made of the integral
equations of Sec. II as well as the extinction the-
orems of Sec. III. In particular, we will dwell upon
Smith-Purcell radiation, Wood anomalies, and
surface polariton emission. " In part VIII, we use
the moment theorem of Sec. IV and the response
functions of paper I to examine the decay of meta-
stable states in presence of dielectric interface.

II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE RESPONSE
FUNCTIONS AND THE CORRELATION

FUNCTIONS

In the usual optical coherence theory, great
significance has been attached to the dynamical
equations" satisfied by the correlation functions
8;;,K;, , 8;&, 8;&. Such equations have been used
to discuss the propagation of optical coherence.
We will be using the notation of this series of
papers. The correlation functions 8;„etc., are
defined by Egs. (I 2.16)-(I 2.19). We have dis-
cussed in paper I the relation of the correlation
functions to different response functions X;~»,
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(2.1)

D;(r, (d) = e; P((d)E,(r, (H),

& (r, &) = p l(&)&J(r &),
(2.2)

X;;EH, etc. [cf. relations (I 2.20)-(I 2.23)]. In
this section, we obtain the general equations sat-
isfied by the response functions and correlation
functions. We will present both differential and
integral equations.

We first consider the differential equations sat-
isfied by the response functions. The response
functions are to be obtained from the solution of
Maxwell' s equations

Vx E =ik, (B+4H3|I),

v (B+4HSR) =0,

V x H = -ik, (D +4H 6'),
v ~ (D + 4H 7 ) = 0, k, = &u/c .

Here Ã and 6' denote, respectively, the external
magnetization and polarization, D and B are the
usual electric and magnetic induction. From Eqs.
(2.1}, one can easily obtain the equations satisfied
by response functions. Upon taking the functional
derivative of (2.1) with respect to (I', R, and re-
stricting our attention to the case of a linear di-
electric characterized by local dielectric and
permeability functions

0 0

0 0

-e;, 0

0

0 0

0 -e. , 0

0 0 0

(2.6)

C(2)

0 0

XPk(r2, r, &) =
p p 1 () XkP( li 2i

0 0 0 1

(2.7)

which follows from Eqs. (I 2.5), (I 2.6}, and the
time-reversal invariance. On using Eq. (2.7) in

Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain equations involving
the derivatives with respect to r, :

and e;f, is the completely antisymmetric tensor of
Levicivita. gkP has the symmetry property

0 0 0

0 -1 0 0

we obtain the equations

c;;ka(' )(kP = C(,)ikoX,P + 4Hik, 6;P6(r, —r,)I('), S(2)C(2)X 4 S(2)6(~ «)f(2)
(2.8)

(2.9)

8'"C("X =-«()'"6(r —r )I"'
(2.3)

(2.4)

where S()') denotes the differentiation 8/SP, ~, and

ref is the jth component of the vector r, . In the
above equations, we have also not displayed the
argument (r„r„&H) of )(. In Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4),
g», C~„", C, , I ', I ' are matrices defined by x S;J(r„r„&u'), (2.10)

where the argument of X is again r„r„~. The
response function y;f can be expressed in terms
of the equilibrium correlation function by using
Eqs. (I 2.5), (I 2.6), and the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem (I 2.10) as

X;,(r„r„cu)=—
)t

d~'[(d' —(~+iv)] 'tanh(-, 'p(u')

XkPEE(r l I
where v is an infinitesimal number, and where S;,
is the column matrix

r„~)
r„(H)

XkPHH(rl r2 ~}

XPPEH(rift

XkP(rll r2l (H) =
XkpHE(ra

(2.5)

S

g(s)

&(s)if
g(s)

x("

(2.11)

1(2)-1 0

Hence, Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10)
lead to the following equations for the correlation
functions (with 0 denoting the operation Of((d)
= f"„"(d(H'/H)[(H' —ur —iv] 'tanh(2 p~') f((d')):
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S;p —0, e; ~~~ S~p —sk C;, S,p,

Sp, —09 El jkc)g Spa 4k'OC~il Spl ~

(2.14)

Needless to say, Eqs. (2.14) also follow easily
from Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.8), and (2.9), by taking
their real and imaginary parts, and using the
fluctuation-dissipation relations (I 2.20)-(I 2.23)
and

~Esl(X JHH)
~ ™X';fEE(™X;&&&)

X;izH(X ez) =-i Re'Xt ~H( iReX;,~s-).
(2.15)

These are the equations satisfied by symmetrized
correlation functions. Normally ordered and anti-
normally ordered correlation functions satisfy
similar equations, since different types of corre-

(2.12)

OS&'C&' &S„.= 4~-8&'6(r —r )I( ) (2.13)

and the equations obtained from (2.8) and (2.9)
involving the derivatives with respect to r, . It
should be noted that the operator 0 acts only on
S and not on C, , C; . It is clear from Eqs.
(2.12) and (2.13) that the correlation functions
satisfy quite complex equations. One of the main
reasons for the complexity of the above equations
is the disPexsion of the dielectric and permeability
functions.

For the free space (e;,. = g;, =5;„)the above equa-
tions simplify considerably. The results are

lation functions are related by [cf. Eqs. (I 3.13)-
(I 3.16) and (I 3.22)-(I 3.25)]

(2.16)

Here, q(~) is the step function q(&u) =1 if u»0;
zero otherwise. Equations for normally ordered
correlation functions obtained by combining Eqs.
(2.14) and (2.16) coincide with those of Mehta and
Wolf. " It should be noted that for the dielectric
case, simple equations like (2.14) are not found
because of the complex nature of e(~). The com-
plex nature of e(&u) leads to coupled equations in-
volving both real and imaginary parts of p, whereas
for free space, such equations decouple and lead
to simpler Eqs. (2.14). It should also be noted that
Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.8), and (2.9) are valid for
arbitrary stationary radiation fields not necessar-
ily in thermal equilibrium.

We next note that on combining Eqs. (2.3), (2.4),
(2.8), and (2.9), we can obtain a set of second-
order equations involving derivatives both with
respect to r, and r, . Further, it is also possible
to obtain a set of decoupled equations for X;~~~.
.The order of the decoupled equations is, in gen-
eral, four or less, depending on the nature of the
medium under consideration. For an isotropic
medium, such equations are of second order. One
cari, for example, obtain on taking the curl of
(2.3), and using (2.4), the second-order equation

[ 9' —k'(C~' )']X =-4v& '
&

' &(r —r )I ' (C~'~) ' —4vik e &~' &(r —r, )I ' +4vk', C~' I~' & &(r —r )

=(V'+ k', ep)OS~. (2.17)

For free space, Eq. (2.17) reduces to

(V'+k', )X,~ = 4@8~~'~& p-~ &(r, —r, )I~'~ —4wko&~, 5(r, —r, )I~'~ —4vikoI~'~ e„~s~,'~6(p, —r, ) . (2.18)

From Eq. (2.18), we easily find that X" satisfies
the equation

(V'+k', )X;",=0, (2.19)

( V + ko)S;,. = 0 . (2.20)

Thus each of the correlation functions S;; satisfies
the Helmholtz equation, which is also the case if

and p, are assumed to be real, isotropic, posi-
tive, and their dispersion is ignored. We wish to
emphasize that the equations for the response
functions are more general than those for the cor-
relations, in the sense that response functions

and hence the second-order equation for the corre-
lation function will be

have much more information than correlation func-
tions. Moreover, the boundary conditions on the
response functions for the case of domains involv-
ing dielectrics are relatively simpler than those
for the correlation functions. However, to study
how the coherence function propagates from one
plane to another, it is better to use equations like
(2.20) (cf. with the vanCitter-Zernike theorem,
Ref. 5, p. 508). The boundary conditions to be
used in the solution of Eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.8), and
(2.9) are the usual Maxwell boundary conditions.
In Sec. III, we will discuss another formulation of
boundary conditions. In this connection, we note
that it is also possible to obtain a set of integral
equations for the coherence functions and the re-
sponse functions. These equations follow from
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Maxwell's equations in the integral form. We
consider, for simplicity, the following geometrical
situation: Domain V is occupied by a dielectric
characterized by local e&,. and p.;~, and the rest of

the space denoted by V is filled by vacuum. We
assume that the external polarization and magneti-
zation charges are located in vacuum. The integral
form of Maxwell's equations for such a medium is'

D(r, )=Ei (r, )r —vx vx
J

d'r'[D(r')-E(r')]() ( r, - r)r —'r vxf d'r'[B(r') —H(r')]() (r, — r), '

(2.21)

E(r&) =E D (r&)+ Vx V& d'r'[D(r') -E(r')]() (r, - r') + Vx f d'r'[B(r')-H(r')] 8 (r, —r'),

r&H V, r&& V, (2.22)

with similar equations for the magnetic field. Here, 9, is given by

9D(r —r') = exp(ikD i r —r'
i )/ ( r —r '

i . (2.23)

It should be noted that V E D] =0 for the points r„as the charges are located in V. From Eqs. (2.21) and
(2.22) one obtains, on taking the functional derivatives, the equations

C; y~(r„r„ur) =gq& (r„r&, (d)) +
4 e;,EeE,„S&8,'(C„', —6,) d'v' yd](r', r„&u) QD(r, -r')

+
4 e;; E&[]C EJf d'r'y, ~(r', r„(d))9D(r, - r'),
4n ~v

(2.24)CI, = C&&, with C~, - E~q —~I(i)

Note that y;z(r» r&, (d)) for r&&V satisfies Eq. (2.24) with CIE] on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.24) replaced
by &;~; i.e.,

y;],(r„r",, (E)) =y;~D (r„r",, (d)) + —e;;Em»~ &,'(C~, — ~,) d'r' y,~(r', r'&, (d))9D(r, -r')
4n v

+~ e;» &C», d'r' g,~(r', r", , (di)9D(r, —r').
4m v

(2.25)

The philosophy here is to solve Eq. (2.24) for the
interior response functions (i.e., for points r, ),
and use this solution in Eq. (2.25) to obtain the ex-
terior response function for points r, . On com-
bining Eqs. (2.10), (2.24), and (2.25), we will ob-
tain the equations for the correlation functions.

Finally, we note that Baltes and co-workers, in
a series of recent papers, "have studied the black-
body fluctuations in finite cavities which are as-
sumed to be perfectly conducting. They expressed
the blackbody correlation tensors in terms of the
eigenfunctions of the cavity. Their expressions
for correlation tensor s follow easily from our
formulation if we express g;z» as a series of the
vector eigenfunctions (obtained by using the vector
boundary conditions nx K=0, n V&K=0, n being
the unit outward normal to the surface bounding the
cavity), and use the relations (k], being the eigen-
value)

Im(k', —kE]) ' =(m/2kD)[6(k, +k)) —6(k, —k))],
(D I"z (r„r„(d))= K7i( —(d))(1+cothE p(d)S)]i~'&sz(r» r» (d)) .

(2.26)

Once the spectral tensor 8,.
&

is known, the re-
maining spectral tensors X&",), 8;, , and 8„' can
be obtained by using Eq. (2.14).

III. THE EXTINCTION THEOREM FOR THE
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

As emphasized by Wolf and others, the usual
Maxwell boundary conditions on the electromag-
netic fields at the surface of two adjoining media
are really the "saltus" type of conditions. ' For
example, even for an isotropic dielectric medium
in the absence of any surface currents and charges,
the normal component of the electric field is dis-
continuous. The value of the discontinuity is really
known only after one has obtained the solution. To
use the usual Maxwell boundary condition, one
needs the general solution of Mmmrell equations
both inside and outside the medium. Several years
ago, Lalor and Wolf' showed that the usual reflec-
tivity formulas can be obtained by solving Max-
well's equations subject to the Ewald-Oseen ex-
tinction theorem of molecular optics. ' This method
of solving the problem requires only the solution
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of Maxwell's equations inside the medium. ,

Pattanayak and Wolf' obtained the extinction the-
orem in the most general form, valid for an ar-
bitrary type of medium. The present author used
the generalized extinction theorem to obtain the
dispersion relations for surface polaritons. " We
will now formulate a generalized extinction theo-
rem for the response functions and the correlation
functions. Since knowledge of the response func-
tions leads to the correlation functions, it is suffi-
cient to solve the extinction theorem for response
functions. The extinction theorem for the corre-
lation functions is much more involved than the one

for the response functions. It should be borne in
mind that no simple extinction theorem for the
correlation function is expected, as correlation
functions do not in general satisfy outgoing bound-
ary conditions at infinity.

We assume that the dielectric medium occupies
volume V bounded by the surface S, and the rest
of the domain, denoted by V, is free space. We
also assume that external probes are located in
the region V. Let E' be the field produced by such
probes. E, in general, is not a transverse field.
The generalized extinction theorem for our model
medium readsg (recall that V E[o~ =0, for r& HV)

E[0)(r() + 2 VX VX
7T p

dS (E(r')S„' 8O(j& —r') —9~(r& —r')S„'E(r') +n 9O(r& —r') V' E(r')

-ik,9,(r& —r')n X [B(r') —H(r')] j=0)
(3.1)

s '(r )+, vx vx f ds[)((F')a'a (r, —r') —a (F, —r')a'xa(F')+ as (r, —r )v' )((r')
7T

Q

i+k~9, (r( —r')n x [ D(r') —E(r')]]=0,
9,(r r') =—(expik,

~
r —r'

~ )j ( r r' [—, r, H V, r, K V, (3.2)

where n is the unit outward normal to the surface S, and 8„' denotes the outward normal derivative. On
taking functional derivatives with respect to 6' and K, we obtain the following extinction theorems for the
r esponse functions:

x[d~(F, F ta)+ „a;aa aJ, d, d, [x'AF', r, ar)a„'a (r, —F ) —a (r —F )a 'xr(F';F', „'ta)
7T

Q

+ FF,80(r &
—r ') BF'g»(r ', r &, (aF) - ikO8, (r &

- r ') e,»nsCF„g„j(r ', r &, (d))] = 0 .

(3.3)

Equation (3.3) should now be used as a boundary condition to solve the equations for )[(, obtained in Sec. II.
y, &, of course, satisfies homogeneous equations, as the probes are assumed to be in the region V. On
combining Eqs. (2.10) and (3.3), we obtain a, type of extinction theorem for correlation functions. The ex-
tinction theorem (3.3) enables one to solve for the interior response functions. The exterior response
functions wi11 be given by

y;;(r„r",, ~) =gI'j(r„r,",~)

+4 + OFF„e, ,s~ s
' dS[y,&(r', r", (F)8„'8d,(r —r') —8,(r, -r')8„'g,&(r', r", (d))

7T p

+FF&90(r& —r )S&XF)F(r r&a ~) -ik,e(tsFFFs9, (r& -r') CF,„y„&(r', r,",[())].

(3 4)

The extinction theorem (3.3) in a sense relates the free-space correlation functions to the correlation func-
tions inside the medium. " Relations (3.3) and (3.4) are quite useful in calculations, particularly in cases
of rough surfaces and metallic gratings, as will be demonstrated in part VII. Here we consider a simple
situation. For an isotropic nonmagnetic medium, Eq. (3.3) becomes for the response function y, Fsz

Xt[[,(F„F„tr)aa a, a„, a, , a,'a.' J da[X„„(r',F„x)a„'a,(F, -r')- a, (r, -r')a„X„„(r',r., x)] =a.
7l p

(3 5)
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We also have from Eq. (2.17) the differential equa-
giz:

(V +koe)g(g» =. 0
&

8,'X,„»(r„r„~)= 0 .
(3.6)

For the ca.se of a, plane interface it is easily
shown, using the angular spectrum for X, ,

X&. (r, i', td) = J dmdvX~ (a, , v, , td; r'. ),

x exp(iux+ i vy + i u) z),

IV. MOMENT THEOREM FOR THE FLUCTUATIONS IN A

LINEAR DIELECTRIC

In part I of this series of papers, we obtained a
number of response functions for space-time do-
mains involving linear dielectrics. Such response
functions yielded, via the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem, the second-order coherence functions
such as Sj„Xj~, 9j&, and Qj~. The question now
arises-what are the higher-order correlation .

functions? We will now show that the higher-order
correlation functions for thermal fluctuations can
be expressed in terms of second-order ones, by
relations analogous to those which hold for Gauss-
ian fluctuations. This result is true only for, linear
dieleetrics. For the case of an electromagnetic
field in free space, the Gaussian character is
usually proved by finding the diagonal coherent-
state representation of the density operator and
then showing that the weight function in this repre-
sentation is Gaussian in nature. "

It is. clear, from Maxwell's equations in a linear

u)~ = k', e —u' —v', (3.7)

that the solution of Eq. (3.6) subject to (3.5) is the
same as that given by Eq. (IV 6.12). Finally, we
note that if our probes are located in region V,
then Eq. (3.3) holds with the term X(0) =0. Row-
ever, now p satisfies a more complicated equa-
tion (2.17). The value of the extinction theorem
in the treatment of scattering dut. to surface per-
turbations will be shown in part VII of this series. "

dielectric, that the response of the field variables
E and H to applied polarization and magnetization
is always linear, i.e., the response of field vari-
ables to orders greater than one in external forces
is zero. From the usual perturbation theory, one
finds that the higher-order response functions are
connected to the xePeated commutators" of the
field variables at different space-time points.
Hence, for fluctuations in a linear dielectric, all
the repeated commutators should vanish. From
this, we conclude that for a linear dielectric the
commutator of two field operators at different
space-time points is a c number. We can indeed
make the identification

yt)»(r, r', t —t') = ~[E((r, t), H)(r', t')],

X,",„(r,r', t t') = ,'—[H, (r-, t ), &,(r', t')],
(4.1)

r, ,(t „t„t, ) =(A, (t, )A„(t,)A, (0)A;(t, )}, (4.3)

1
ry))r &([(L'0)

xexp (4.4)

The operators A j stand for any of the field oper-
ators. E and H. From the definition of the corre-
lation functions it is easy to show, using the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H, that (putting k
=1)

Such a result was anticipated in part III, and in-
deed has been used in III and IV to examine one-
photon transition probabilities as well as the ra-
diation reaction fields. This result, in conjunc-
tion with the fact that equilibrium density operator
is e 8, enables us to prove the moment theorem. "

We first consider the even-order correlation
functions of the field operators. Consider two
fourth-order correlation functions and their Four-
ier transforms, defined by

(4.2)

r,», ([e))= (2w)'g e ~z( (A, )„,(A~), ~(A. , )„,(A, ),„5(&o,+&o~,)5(&g, +co,„)6(a),+&a„,)/Tr( e),

&) u=&„—&v (4 5)

r»„((&uj) =(2m)'pe "(A,), &(A,)z, (A, ),„(A&)„,&(~, +(d„„)5(~,+~„q)5(~,+(L)„,)/Tr(e "),

and hence the Fourier transforms of the correlation functions I'j;» and F&pf j are related by

r„g(([~})=e ' &r;„,([~]).

(4.6)

(4.7)
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r„„((t})= r««»«((t)) +&A»(t, )A«& [A,(t, ),A, (t,)]

+(A, (t,)A, (t,})[A„A,(t,)]
+(A, (t,)A, ) [A, (t, ),A, (t,)]. (4.8)

We next use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
(I2.10) to obtain the relation between I'», (&0), de-
fined by

p+00

r»((u)= d7'I;, (w)e' ',
r»(~) = &A»(~)A«(0))

and the response function X»(u)

r»(v) = —
~t dr e' '((A»(r), A«(0)]. +[A»(T),A, (0)])

=2(1 —&'
'

) '!!"(~) (4.9)

We now take the Fourier transform of Eq. (4.8)

We now use the fact that the two-time commutator
of any two operators is a c number [relation (4.1))
to obtain

and use Eqs. (4.1), (4.7), and (4.9) to eliminate
the correla. tion function Fz»&, we then find that

(I/2v)r„»((0«] ) = 5(~, +(o,) r„(~,)r»(0«, )

+ 5(&, + ««, )r«»(0«, )r„(&»«2)

r„„(t„t„t, ) =r, ,(t, -t, )r„(t,)
+ I', »(t, —t 3)r««(t »)

+r„(t,)r„(t,—t,). (4.11)

Relation (4.11) is analogous to the moment theorem
for Gaussian random processes. A similar mo-
ment relation holds for the higher-order correla-
tion functions. In place of Eqs. (4.V) and (4.8), we
now have

+5(&u +&0 ) I;.»(&d, )r«(&u, ), (4.10)

j.,e., the Fourier transform of the fourth-order
correlation function can be expressed in terms of
the second-order correlation functions. In the
time domain, Eq. (4.10) leads to the result

r«„«, . .«„~.«, ((~])= e "'r«„«,. . .«,„((~]), (4.12)
.. «. «&.';«, -. :,.

I" .«2I «3' ' '«2»' ««» «««Rn ' «l' «2 ~ ~ ~ «2n( «I «»n ' ~ «n( a' «&' &' «2' ' 'Tn' ' ' «2»( «2 ««a «2» )«

—= 0, (4.1S)

where I'; t; denotes a (2n —2)th-order
correlation; e.g. ,

r, , &,. . .«, -=&A, (t, )A, (t, ,) ~ ~ A, ).

On combining Eqs. (4.12) and (4.18), we see that
the 2nth-order correlation function has been ex-
pressed in terms of (2n —2)th-order and second-
order correlation functions. On repeating the
above process, we will be able to express the
2nth-order correlation function in terms of sec-
ond-order functions. It should be noted that
I. . . will in general have 2n! /2"««! terms
Using a similar procedure for the odd-order cor-
relation functions, we find that the (2n —1)th-order

correlation function can be expressed in terms
of second- and first-order function. Since the
mean values (A, (t)) have been chosen to be zero,
it follows that all the odd-order correlation func-
tions vanish. We have proved these results for
arbitrary operators A; which are such that the
commutator of any two operators at different times
is a c number. Hence, the moment theorem will
also hold if some of the operators A, stand for the
positive- or negative-frequency parts of the field
operators. Note that if some of the I'&~ vanish,
then the number of terms in the moment theorem
is appreciably reduced; e.g. , if A& =E,'",A., =E~",
then the corresponding I

&&
=0. In this case, the

fourth-order correlation function will have only
two terms:

(E '(r&„t,)E, (r&„t,)E,' '(r„t,)E,' '(r„t,))=(E '(r&«„t,)E,' '(r„t,))(E!"(r„t,)E& '(r„t,))

+(E,"'(r „t,)E,& '(r~, t ~)) ( E«&' '(r „t, )E» '(rs, t »)), (4.14)

where, according to Eq. (IS.22), one has for the antinormally ordered correlation function in terms
of the response function

(E,"'(r„t,)E,' '(r„ t, )) =— d»0e ' "' «3'«!(&u)(1+coth2p~)X«»s««(r„r„~) ~

~ 00
(4.15)
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We have thus shown that the thermal fluctuations
in a linear dielectric are completely determined in
terms of X&~'s. Free thermal fields are, of course,
included in our treatment. The above method of
proof is easily generalized to the case of fermions.
We have elsewhere discussed the bunching and

antibunching effects in thermal beams using the
above results and their generalizations for fermi-
ons.

V. BLACKBODY FLUCTUATIONS IN A MOVING FRAME
AND A MODIFIED FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION

THEOREM

In this section, we wi11 discuss how the linear-
response theory can be used in the treatment of
blackbody fluctuations in a moving frame. For the
study of the correlation functions of blackbody ra-
diation in a moving frame, '+" the equilibrium
state of the radiation field is characterized by

p
-

s/KT resK

P=Ppr) Pp=l/KHTo

y=(1- v'/c ) '", K=H —II v,

(5.1)

(5.2)

p e spH/Tre spH (5.3)

which was used in the derivation of the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem, namely (I2.10)

where T, is the rest-frame temperature, v denotes
the velocity of the moving frame and II& is the ith
component of the momentum operator for the radia-
tion field. In the rest frame, the density matrix
was simply

know the form of the momentum operator II and
its properties. Needless to say, the momentum
operator inside a dielectric medium does not ap-
pear to have a unique form. ""For the momen-
tum operator, we will adopt the expression given
by Abraham

II =:ExH:d'r,
4mc

(5.5)

as the energy and momentum form a four-vector. "
In Eq. (5.5) the colons denote the normal ordering.
It should be noted that in a moving dielectric, the
relation between electric induction D, magnetic
induction 8, and E, H is quite involved":

D=e(E+vxB/c)- vxH/c,

B =H+(D —E) xv/c,
(5 6)

where we have assumed that in the rest frame our
medium is nonmagnetic. Equations (5.6) can be
solved for D and 8 as functions of E and H. It is
clear that a moving dielectric behaves like an an-
isotropic magnetoelectric medium, "and hence the
response functions in a moving frame would be ob-
tained from the solution of much more complicated
algebraic equations [cf. the solution of Maxwell's
equations in a magnetoelectric medium" ]. There-
fore, most of the analysis of the present section
will be restricted to the case of fluctuations in
free space, and only at the end will we make some
remarks concerning fluctuations in a moving di-
electric.

Since II is the momentum operator, it is expect-
ed to be the generator of translations; i.e.„

'E(r) E(r —x}

S,I(r, r', &d) =I coth(-,'Pp&dh) Xt'I (r, r', &d) . (5.4)
(5.7)

It is now clear that with Eq. (5.1) as the ensemble
describing the radiation field, the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem (5.4) will be different. We re-
call that the Quctuation-dissipation theorem is
very basic in our treatment of correlation func-
tions, and hence we need its modified form appro-
priate to ensemble (5.1). To get the modified form
of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, we need to

We verify in the Appendix that this is indeed the
case. The calculation in the Appendix is done in

r space, i.e., without ever using the mode decom-
position of the field operators.

Having proved property (5.7}, we can now obtain
the modified form of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem. We express the symmetrized correla-
tion functions in the form

(~r ~&t f ft )
rr- I Tr (e- SK(HI II tg (~&)8 (II t

H
I H t rA (rr') )e- I-H I '

)],

g-1 Tr I -SKje(K(t t') (1I v(t t)~ -(~~&)re--(K(t-tr)&-(II ~ v(t-. t') ~ I~&t})1 g Tre-SE, re e, ~r JJ,
which on using Eq. (5.7) becomes

2S (r rr t f )g-)rTr (e-SK(HIK(t t')g [r v-(f ft)] (K(t I') A (rr)-j]-
which on using the relation f(r+x) =e" 'vf (r), can be written as

2S (r rr t fr) g-& (t t')v WTr( --SK-( 1K(t t')g (~&) -lE(t t') A P-t)])- (5.8}
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A similar procedure enables us to write the response function as

2y,"i(r &r' &r) =Z 'e "'vTr(e 8»[e' 'A, (r)e '«', A&(r')]) (5.9)

We have thus expressed the time evolution of';the o'perators in Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) by the unitary transfor-
ation e'»'. The operator K is the same as tI&e one appearing in the definition of the ensemble. Hence,

we will obtain in the usual manner the fluctuation-Pissip@tion relation

On combining Eqs. (5.8)-(5.10), we obtain the important relation

t
+ oo + CO

d7 e'~'e'"' S,&(r& r', 7) =cath dr e'~'e'' vy", &(r&r'&1').
~ OO ~.00

(5.10)

(5.11)

This equation can be simplified, as we can express
the response functions and correlation functions in
terms of their Fourier transforms in the form

Xi/ & 7 (2 )4
» (r rI &) d Kd~~» (K &)eiK (r-r'&-its»

(5.12)

Recall that we are dealing with the translationally
invariant case. On combining Eqs. (5.11) and

(5.12}we obtain

S,&(K, &@+K v) =coth( —,P~)X'i'&(K, &@+K v),

(5.13)

or, equivalently, the equation

S,~(K, (o) =coth[-,'P,y((o —K v)]y„(K, (o) . (5.14)

obtains the following properties for the blackbody
spectral tensors:

8,& (r, r', a&, v} = g,"&(r, r', i», -v),
3C,&(r, r', co, v) =3C,*~(r, r', &u, -v),

9,& (r, r', &»& v) = -9,*&(r& r', &u& -v),

gi& (r, r', v, v) = -9,*~(r, r', &o, -v) .

(5.17)

x}&'.j»i(r —r i»)

Thus in a moving frame, g, z is no longer real. At
zero temperature, g, &

is real, as the zero-tem-
perature correlations are independent of velocity
[Eq. (5.16)]. One also has, from Eq. (5.15),

S&,(r' —r, &u, v) = cto[h«Pyo( i»i+v V-, -, )]

In coordinate space, Eq. (5.14) leads to the rela-
tion

S,&(r —r', &») = coth[ —,'poy(co +iv ~ V-, -, ,)]'y,"&(r —r', m) .

= coth[~P, y(&u iv ~ V—- -,)]
x Xf, (r r', (g)—e, e,

=S„(r—r', ~, -v)e, e„ (5.18)
(5.15)

Equation (5.14}[(5.15)] is our modified form of
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. It is interest-
ing to note that in the modified form, the Doppler-
shifted frequency a&-y(&o- K v) appears. For the
free electromagnetic fields, the response func-
tions y" are nonvanishing only for l Kl = &o/c;

hence,
l
K v

l
=Kv

l cosa
l
= (ar/c) v l

cos 8 l
( a&v/c

Therefore, at zero temperature, Eqs. (5.14)
and (A3) imply that

si~(K, (u) =&iq'~(K, l (ul)eie~, (5.16)

which is equivalent to the statement that the vac-
uum is Lorentz invariant. From Eq. (5.15), or
equivalently from time-reversal invariance, one

where ~, denotes the parity of the operator A. ,
under time reversal. Using Eq. (5.18}and the fact
that }t)»«and y f~„„(pi'»„and y'i'~„«} are even (odd}
functions of r - r' [Eqs. (I4.7) and (I4.8)], we ob-
tain the relations

g&,'(r, r', a&, v) = 8I&'(r, r', a&, v) =X',&'(r, r', &o, v),

9~,'(r, r', io, v) = -9' '(r, r', a&, v) = -9' '(r, r', &u, v) .
(5.19)

Having studied the symmetry properties of the
blackbody spectral tensors in a moving frame, we
now obtain the normally ordered correlation func-
tions. These can be obtained using Eqs. (I3.13)-
(I3.16) and (5.15). We have, for example,

4&'(r ~}=2m(-~)(exp[Poy(l~l-iv v)]-I] '}i~&'»«(r, l~l) (5.20)

k05, &+ d K6(K-ko)e' ''{exp[p~y(l &l+K v)] —I) ', k = l~l/c, (5.21)
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where in obtaining Eq. (5.21) we have used rela-
tions (I4.7), (A7), and X&'»z =ImX, »z. The result
(5.21), and similar ones for the other cross-spec-
tral tensors, are equivalent to the Eberly and Ku-
jawski results. '4 The higher-order correlations
can be obtained from the Gaussian property of
Sec. IV.

We close this section with few remarks concern-
ing the fluctuations in a moving dielectric. In this
case it is better to use directly the transformation
laws of the field, which can be obtained from the
transformation laws of the tensors21

B3 -B2 -SE1

+(S) ~(S)
11 11 P

I
I

V — V3e(s& p 36(s& + e$g(s& + e(g($&
$$ $$ P $$ c $) )

(5.24)

and hence we have the relation

hP&&(r, t) = hP&&[y(x +vt), y, z, y(t+ vx/ c)$], (5.26)

which in the Fourier domain reads as

where we still have to transform the argument of
the correlation functions, as g» depends on r, t.
The two sets of coordinates are related by

x=y(x+vt), y =y, z =z,
(5.25)

t=y(t+v z/c'),

-B 0 B1 -i E2 hp&(K, (u) = Sp [&y( K+ (ov/c'), K„,K„y(/d +vK„)].
B2 -B1 o -ZE3

+iE1 iE2 iE3

H3 -H2 -iD1

-H3 0 H1 -iD2

H2 -H1 0 -iD

iD1 ZD2 iD3 0

(5.22)

(5.27)

The rest-frame response functions can be found

by using the procedure of Sec. IV of paper I. Here,
we quote the results:

2 iver
2 8 e

X&/zz(r, ~) = e X,y//„(r, (u) = k,5» +
EBXiBXy

8 e ikr

X&&$//(r) ~) = X&/sz(ry ~) =-tko&&g&

Note that for fluctuations in free space, Eberly
and Kujawski' also used this procedure and showed
that the results were identical to those obtained
with ensemble (5.1). If we consider a frame mov-
ing in the x direction, then the transformation
laws for E and H are (assuming a nonmagnetic
medium)

E, =&„&,=y [F., —(v/c)H, ], E, =y[Z, + (v/c)H, ],
H, =H, , H, =y[H, +(v/c)D, ], H$ =y[H, —(v/c)D, ],

(5.23)

where the fields carrying a bar are fields in the
rest frame Hence, .it is clear from (5.23) that
the correlation functions in the moving frame will
be given, for example, by

2—
g(S) g(S) g(S) 2 g(S) +

V ~(S) V
g (S) + g(S)

k, =
I wl/c. (5.26)

Assuming e real and positive, ignoring its disper-
sion [otherwise the expressions for XI'&(K, &u) are
quite involved], and using Eqs. (5.26) and (12.20)-
(I2.23), we find the following for the rest-frame
spectral tensor s:

h($&(K &) g ($&/&

= (4»'/e) 5(K' - k') coth(-,'P,~)

x (K'5, ) —K,K/),

9",,&(K, (o) = -9 I$/&(K, (o)

=coth($'P, ar) 5(K- k)(2»'/e'")e, »K, .
(5.29)

Hence, on combining Eqs. (5.27) and (5.29), we
find that the cross-spectral tensor hP&&(K, +) in a
moving frame is given by

2 2 2

h',~'(K, (o) =(4»'/e)(K, +Kg) coth[$p$y((o+vK„)]5 K ——$z+(I —z), K, +—,+ (5.30)

We thus see that even at zero temperature, the
correlation function becomes velocity dependent
in contrast to the free-space case. This is expect-
ed since, unlike the free-space case, the basic
equations involve the velocity, due to relation (5.6).

In the special case one has at zero temperature,
$ (~$/c$)e&/$(1 v $/c$)$

(5.31)

which is relevant when one considers the lifetimes.
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VI. THERMAL RELAXATION
OF A MOVING ATOM H, = —

Jt p E d'x=- p E(0), (6.1)

As an application of the correlation functions of
blackbody radiation in a moving frame, we con-
sider the thermal relaxation of a moving atom.
It is best to work in a frame moving with the ve-
locity of the atom. In this frame the atom is at
rest; however, the atom sees transformed fields.
The interaction Hamiltonian in the moving frame,
in the dipole approximation, has the form

where p is the atomic polarization and E the elec-
tric field operator in the moving frame, and the
atom is assumed to be at the origin of the moving
frame. The relaxation can be studied in the usual
manner by obtaining the master equation for the
reduced density operator p corresponding to the
atomic system [cf. paper IV, Sec. II]. It is found
that p, in interaction picture, satisfies the rela-
tion

d~kS'„'8)(O, O, 7)b.(t), [u, (t -~), p(f)]1+X"„,(O, O, ~)[p„(t),9 a(f-~), p(t))]k.et (6.2)

For the two-level-atom case, Eq. (6.2) leads to,
on making the rotating-wave approximation [cf.
our derivation of (17.1) in Ref. 24], the following
equations for the mean values:

where dO denotes integration over the solid angle.
In the special case when the dipole moment is along
the z axis and the atom is also moving in the z di-
rection, Eq. (6.8) reduces to

—„(s'& =[+i(~+n) -r](s'&,

,—t&s'& =-2r((s'&-&s'& ).
(6.3)

Oo C2
r„„=dh',~Idl'ge . ++, cosh( )1

3-s lnh

I' = gd„d88&~)8(0, 0, ~), r, =-', ldl'iP» k, =&a/c,
aa

(6.4)

22 =2+d„dst|cJ de de)(0, 0, e)e'
n8 0

d is the dipole matrix element,

(6.5)

(s'&,„=--,'r, /r, (6.6)

and I', ' is the usual lifetime of the excited atom
in the moving frame. The lifetime will be dif-
ferent when viewed from the rest frame. We can
write F =I'0+1'„z, where F„z is the velocity- and
temperature-dependent contribution, which is
found, on using Eqs. (6.4), (5.12), and (5.14), to
be

I'„=, cPK d„d x"8
4m' ns

x(exp[P, y(&u —K v)] —I) '.
(6.7)

Using equations (5.29) with e =1, and doing the
delta-function integration, one can reduce Eq.
(6.7) to

dg d2, K 2 jp

Here (d is the energy separation between two levels
of the atom, I' and 0 are given by [cf.Eq. (IV 2.17)]

&"( ) =&so.&a.&

=lga. l'[(~~ -~)'+r', ] ',
g„= i(2mck/—L')' '(d e„),

(6.10)

(6.11)

where e„, is the polarization vector of the mode
ks. Note that here the treatment used in Ref. 24
applies, since the atom in the moving frame is at
rest [for a derivation of (6.10) we refer the reader
to Sec. 10 of Ref. 24]. One should now transform
the spectrum (6.10) to the fixed frame. This can
be achieved by using relations like (5.24) with
e =1, In the nonrelativistic case, the transforma-
tion is simple —one simply has to replace ~„,by
the Doppler-shifted frequency, and therefore

x = Poy&u . (6.9)

The corresponding velocity- and temperature-
dependent contribution to the shift 0 is also easily
computed. The numerical values of I'„~ can be
read from curves (3a) and (3b) of Eberly and Ku-
jawski. 4 One finds that at a given temperature,
increasing v leads to a decrease in the tempera-
ture-dependent contribution to the damping. Si-
milarly, a decrease in ~ leads to a decrease in
F„~.

We now treat spontaneous emission from a mov-
ing atom in some detail. The mean number of
photons in some mode k's in the moving frame will
be

x'[exp[P0y(~ —K 'v)] —I] (6.8) IV.= lr..l'[(~..—~ -k v)'+r'. 1
'. (6.12)
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It should be noted that Lamb, ' in his treatment of
gas lasers, took the following as the interaction
Hamiltonian between the moving atom and the
radiation field:

H, = -p(t) ~ E(vt, t), (6.13)

H, =gg„(t)a„(S'e' '+H c )e. '. »'+H. c. ,

where E is now the rest-frame field. This Hamil-
tonian ignores the relativistic effects; for ex-
ample, a moving electric dipole will appear as
magnetoelectric dipole in the fixed frame. If now
a mode decomposition of the field is used, then
Eq. (6.13), for the case of a two-level atom, .be-
comes

the center-of-mass motion. %e will solve this
problem elsewhere.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF RELATION (5.7)

In this appendix we verify by a calculation in r
space that II is the generator of translations. To
verify it we first calculate the commutator

g„,(t) =g„.e' ' "'.
(6.14)

(6.15) 1
e,~, ([Eg(r), E, (r')H»(r')]d'v'

~„(t)= i)t„(t)

xexp[-i(a&», -% v)(t, —t,)],
(6.16)

=I)...l*f «(&'()5 (~)&
. 0

Therefore, the coupling constant becomes time
dependent. This is the viewpoint adopted by Haken"
in the treatment of gas lasers. Thus, many of the
results on spontaneous emission obtained in Ref.
24 can be generalized to the case of a moving atom
by using Eq. (6.14). For example, Eqs. (7.23) and

(7.24) of Ref. 24 lead to the following results for
the mean number of photons and the rate of change
in the mode As:

E, r, E&r' ~r' d'&',
4m' '" (A1)

(A2)

which, on using the symmetry property obtained
from the time-reversal invariance [cf. our dis-
cussion following Eq. (12.19)]

where we have used the fact that for the radiation
field, Pd» ~, 8&+l] is a c number. On rewriting
(A1) in terms af response functions [Eq. (4.1)], we

get for the function C, &

XrgEE r~r ~ +a r
4n'c '"

+XiVss(r, r', a))E&(r')),

xexp[-i(a&», —k v)(t —v)]+H. c. ,

(6.17)

where (S'(t)S (v)) is the correlation function cal-
culated in a frame moving with the velocity of the
atom. On using Eq. (6.16) and Eq. (10.5) of Ref.
24,

Xifzzrr r a') = &lxsB(»
X,', „(r, r', a)) =+X,',s„(r, r', a&),

becomes

Clf 2 dM 6 ggkg)PEN2z c

(A3)

(A4)
(S (t)S (r))=exp[ia)(t —v) —I', (t+v )], (6.18)

we regain the result (6.12) for the spectrum. Note
that Eq. (6.12) is still to be averaged over the dis-
tribution of the velocity, which would lead to the
standard result of the Doppler broadening. A
similar type of analysis can be carried out to dis-
cuss the saturation absorption spectroscopy. "
For this purpose the result (6.17) and that of Sec.
18 of Ref. 24 are needed. Finally note that the
present treatment still ignores recoil effects,
which can be treated by a proper quantization of

X)jEE(~t r v y v~ XljEE r~ r ~
-~ -v~ ~

implies

(A5a)

We recall that in deriving relations of the form
(A3), one uses the time-reversal invariance. Since
our ensemble (5.1) involves velocities (which are
odd variables), we should not only change the sign
of a& but also of velocity in (A3). However, for
electromagnetic fields in free space, the response
functions are independent of velocity, and hence
a relation of the form, for example,
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X&~»(» r, &) =-XI»~(r, r, -&) ~ (A5b)

The response function X,",~~ can be obtained from
(I4.8) and the relation lt,'I',»= iR-ey»«, and hence
we have

[E,(r), Il x]= —i(x V)E,(r), (A9)

and hence, on rewriting (A8} in vectorial form,
we get

ie: 8 sin(&u/c)~ r —r'~
X~azg(r r c ax Ir -r

(A6)

which implies that

e'"' "E(r)e ' ' " =E(r —x}. (A10)

Using (A6} and the relation

d'K6(K —k )e'"' "
R 4m„'

we find that (A4) reduces. to

(A7)

(A8)

Thus, II is the generator of translations. One
can similarly prove Eq. (5.7}for the magnetic
field operator. It is perhaps worth noting that on
the right-hand side of (A10) we obtain E(r -x)
rather than E(r+x). In the usual case, where q
and P represent position and momentum operators,
one gets e'"~ye '"~=@+@. It also follows from
(A9) that II is a constant of motion.
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